Crystal Palace
MINI-EXPANSION

Newspaper Cards
INTRODUCTION
This mini-expansion replaces the newspaper track in the base game with a deck of newspaper cards that offer a variety of effects,
thus increasing the variability of each game of Crystal Palace. For now, this expansion is “print and play” only, so you will have to
print out the cards of this expansion yourselves. We recommend that you print them on sturdy paper. Alternatively, print them on
regular paper and glue them on sturdy paper or tuck the cards into sleeves.

SETUP
Set up the game as usual, but remove the player tokens from the newspaper track of each player mat and put them back in the box.
The newspaper track and the exchange rate table to its left (which is everything labeled E in the Player Mat Overview on page 7 of
the rulebook) are not used when playing with this expansion. Shuffle all the newspaper cards and place them next to the game area
as a face down draw pile. Leave some space next to it for a face up discard pile.

STRUCTURE OF A NEWSPAPER CARD
General action without
location number

Effect(s) of the card

-1

Number of the location you need to
have dice at to use this action

Separation line between
the top action and the
bottom action

Number of your own dice
required at this location

/

-4

1£

1£

1£

:

1£

Different effects based on
number of dice at the location

-1

:
33

NEW RULES FOR NEWSPAPERS
• During the game, whenever you get a newspaper, draw 1 newspaper card from the draw pile and add it to your hand of newspaper cards. There is a handcard limit of 6 cards, so you must not have more than 6 cards in your hand. If you ever have 6 newspaper cards in your hand, you must play or discard at least one of the cards before you can draw another.
• At any time (even right before you draw a newspaper card or pay any cost), you may discard 1 newspaper card to gain 1 pound.
• During phase 2 of every turn, immediately before and/or after you place a die, you may play any number of newspaper cards.
• Each newspaper card has 2 different actions, the top action and the bottom action. Whenever you play a newspaper card, you can
use either both or only 1 of these actions. For each action you use, you have to apply all effects mentioned on the card, positive
as well as negative. If the effect tells you to pay money, you have to take out a loan if necessary.
• After you played or discarded a newspaper card, place it on the discard pile face up. If you ever need to draw a newspaper card
and the draw pile is empty, shuffle the discard pile and form a new draw pile.

NEWSPAPER CARD ACTIONS
Most of the actions show a location number and 1 or 2 dice. That means that at least the specified number of your dice is required
at that location in order to use the action.
Some actions show this icon:
/
That means that you can use the action with 1 die at the location, but you will get a better effect with 2 (or more) dice at the location. Apart from that, more dice than the required number at this location will not give you any advantage (unless it is part of the
effect).
Some of the actions do not show a location number or a number of dice, so you can use this action regardless of the dice you
placed. Still, you can only play the card in phase 2 or choose to not use the action at all.
EXAMPLE:
During phase 2, Yellow places a die on the London Times Location and plays the Newspaper card depicted on page 1 afterwards.
Since Yellow only has 1 die on the Location, Yellow pays 4 pounds to advance 1 space in Westminster. Yellow does not own a repaid
loan, so Yellow decides to not use the top action and therefore does not have to move back on the Buzz track.

APPENDIX
Most of the icons will be familiar to you and are explained in the basic game. The following icons are new:

Count every die at the location, not just
your own.

A set of a Prototype card, a Character
card and a share (no link needed)

-3

Move back the depicted number of
steps on the Buzz track, here 3. You will
not get any benefit for moving backwards onto or over a flyer or poster
space. However, you will get a flyer
bonus when moving forward onto or
over a flyer space a second time. You
must not place a second Buzz token
on a poster space already containining
your own Buzz token.

=

/

For each of your dice at this location,
get the reward on the right.

Count every die showing a specific
number, here 5 and 6, at the location

Repay a loan without paying any money.

1. :
2. :
3. :

Depending on your relative position on
the buzz track (first, second or third,
even if tied), get the reward on the
right.

